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Bartłomiej Nowak, Gas market liberalization and energy security. Legal and
institutional aspects. Wolters Kluwer Polska – Lex, 2012, pp. 272
ISBN 978-83-264-4133-2
Liberalization of the European (as well as Polish) gas market and the problem of
energy security are hot topics in the current political debate. The progressive (albeit
very slow) de-monopolization of domestic gas markets in the EU countries, the shale
gas revolution, Russia’s fight to maintain its dominant position in the supply sector
(particularly in the CEE region) as well as the shift from solid fuels to gas and various
renewable energy sources are characteristic features of the process that is currently
shaping the gas sector. Despite those developments, the existing scientific literature
analyzing the legal aspects of current processes is limited, at least in terms of the
Polish scholarship. This seems to be surprising, especially considering the number of
theoretical and practical issues that call for scientific enquiry. The importance of such
enquiry also lies in the fact that energy, in the current stage of economic development,
has become a necessity for the well-being and proper functioning of entire economic
systems. Any interruptions in energy supplies, even if only temporary, carry with them
serious financial and social costs to all sectors of the economy. The monograph by
Bartłomiej Nowak is one of those few positions that attempts to analyze the various
legal problems that have emerged over recent years and to propose feasible regulatory
solutions that could address existing market shortcomings.
Nowak observes, as a starting point of his analysis, that the current growth of gas
consumption in Poland, together with a continuing dependency on foreign upstream
suppliers, creates an urgent need to enquire how these supplies should be secured. Very
different views on the virtues of energy security and liberalization of the energy market,
including its feasibility and desirability, are expressed in both the political and academic
debate. Nowak takes the approach that liberalization fosters innovative solutions. He
assumes that the market should be opened for competition by increasing number of
sellers (and suppliers), albeit under the supervision of independent national regulators
and unbundled from mother companies system operators. System operators should,
in Nowak’s opinion, grant access to the energy infrastructure on non-discriminatory
conditions, based on the assumption that free access to infrastructure is one of the
principal elements in improving the level of competition and thereby also the security
of supply in the energy market. However, as Nowak argues, it is also crucial to satisfy
several premises in the entire process, without which the effects of liberalization may
be insufficient to improve energy security. In particular, he identifies three necessary
conditions: (i) the creation of adequate legal regulations for the functioning of the gas
market, including those directly concerning energy security; (ii) the creation of effective
bodies to monitor how these legal regulations and rules of competition in the gas market
are adhered to, including, above all, an agency for energy regulation and independent
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system operators; and (iii) the extension of network and storage infrastructure within
the European Union Member States.
The author also argues that the structure of the gas market in Poland has been
already changed due to the ongoing liberalization process (both on the domestic and
regional level). He points that what we are facing now is the division of responsibilities
among different actors. Nowak identifies four entities onto which the legal instruments
driving gas market liberalization distribute the burden of responsibility or collective
responsibility for energy security, and which need to cooperate closely with each other.
These four entities are:
a) state administration, which sets the goals and rules of the functioning of the
energy market within state energy policy, including apolitical regulatory authorities
dealing with energy markets;
b) enterprises operating as energy providers/suppliers (which are obliged to maintain
adequate reserves of energy carriers), and enterprises operating as system operators (that
are obliged to make network and storage infrastructure available to third parties and to
conform to rules of equal access to infrastructure for all sellers);
c) consumers, above all large industrial users, that are obliged to introduce
mechanisms for saving and energy efficiency; and
d) in light of deepening European integration, relevant EU institutions cooperating
strictly with member states. In this context it is the European Commission that should
play the crucial role inasmuch as, in its capacity of “guardian of the Treaties”, it has been
obliged to manage and regulate the integration processes in the EU.
On the basis of the analysis presented in the respective chapters of the book, the author
comes to the conclusion that a soundly functioning, liberalized, and harmonized common
gas market in the European Union, arising as an effect of liberalization of national gas
markets based on well-developed market-based mechanisms governed by transparent legal
regulations, under the supervision of independent system operators and regulatory authorities, and free from particular, political influence, will have a beneficial impact upon the
energy security of individual EU Member States. This is also true with respect to Poland. It
is difficult to disagree with Nowak when he observes that an increased legal and economic
integration within the European Union, including the creation of common a gas market,
in particular taking into account Poland’s present geopolitical situation (the country’s territory is passed over by the newly-launched Nord Stream gas pipeline and is threatened with
gradual withdrawal from the Yamal gas pipeline as a transit route to Western countries
– EU Member States) will improve Poland’s energy security in the gas sector.
Nowak’s recent book is most definitely a valuable position for anyone interested in
the current legal developments in the European and Polish gas sectors.
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